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Across 

3.    A remake of My Favorite Wife (1963) starring  
       Doris Day and James Garner (three words)  
5.    Director Leo McCarey was supposed to direct  
       My Favorite Wife, but shortly before the filming  
       began he was injured in an automobile  
       accident, and had to hand over the direction to  
       Garson _____ .  
8.    Ellen convinces a short guy who works at the  
       ____ store to pretend to be Adam.  
12.  The movie My Favorite Wife was inspired by  
       Alfred Lord Tennyson's poem, " _____ Arden."  
       Although it is not credited on-screen, the  
       writers gave tribute to it by calling the main  
       characters "Arden."  
13.  This movie was partially filmed at this Hotel in  
       Yosemite Valley  
15.  Cary Grant and Randolph Scott, who play rivals  
       in this film, were at one time _________ when  
       they were young, struggling actors  
17.  Ellen Arden was shipwrecked off the coast of  
       _________ .  
18.  While marooned with Ellen on the island,  
       Randolph Scott's character assumes the name  
       of this person from the Bible  
19.  Nick gives Bianca one of these for an  
       engagement present that is "xaxtly" like the  
       one he gave to Ellen  
20.  Nick Arden's occupation  

Down 

1.    Nick Arden went to this college  
2.    Ellen was stranded on a desert island for this         
       many years  
4.    Ellen was thought to be lost at sea while she  
       was on this kind of an expedition  
6.    The ending of My Favorite Wife strongly  
       mirrors the earlier Dunne and Grant movie by  
       this name (three words)  
7.    Randolph Scott also plays the part of Bill  
       Fadden in this 1932 Cary Grant movie (two  
       words)  
9.    The judge threatens Bianca with this when he  
       keeps being distracted by light reflecting off of  
       the mirror of her compact. (three words)  
10.  Ellen Arden's middle name  
11.  Ironically, Ellen is rescued and arrives home on  
       the same day that Nick _________ .  
14.  My Favorite Wife was nominated for Oscars for  
       Best Art Direction, Best Music, and Best _______  
16.  If a T is added to the end of Nick's last name,  
       this new word is formed that means  
       characterized by warmth of feeling typically  
       expressed in eager zealous support or activity  
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